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Sunday, February 26, 2012 69aproducts from a single mRNA but also regulates product distribution as the
frameshift efficiency is tuned. Although translation fidelity, e.g. mRNA mis-
coding, has been extensively studied, the detailed mechanism of frameshifting
remains unsolved. For instance, where does the ribosome frameshift? At the
first codon or second codon within the slippery sequence, or afterward?
Here we use optical tweezers to capture individual frameshifting events in real
time at the single ribosome level. These studies are complemented by liquid-
chromatography/mass spectrometry (LC/MS) assays that identify the incorpo-
rated amino acid residues among the frameshift products, revealing at which
codon the ribosome slips.
We found that the ribosome can frameshift at any of the three codons around
the slippery sequence, with the probability of a shift at each position biased
by the location and stability of the downstream hairpin. The hairpin also affects
the propensity of ribosome stalling at the slippery sequence and determines the
overall frameshift efficiency.
While multiple frameshift sites are utilized, the primary location of 1 frame-
shifting is at the second slippery codon across the hairpin variants examined.
By correlating our real-time translation traces with this knowledge of the dom-
inant frameshifting pathway, we are working toward identifying the timing of
frameshifting during one translation turnover cycle.
In addition, we observed an in vitro preference for translating certain dipeptide
steps, such that full-length protein products were effectively synthesized once
the types of dipeptide formed among amino acids are chosen properly. This
preference indicates a strategy for optimizing synthetic peptide sequence for
in vitro translation.
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The structural dynamics of the cellular translational machinery are essential
to the mechanism of protein synthesis. During the elongation stage of protein
synthesis, for example, the translating ribosome oscillates between two func-
tionally important global conformational states, referred to as GS1 and GS2,
as it translocates along its messanger RNA (mRNA) template and sequen-
tially incorporates aminoacylated transfer RNA (tRNA) substrates in the or-
der specified by the mRNA. Structural transitions of the pre-translocation
(PRE) ribosomal complex between GS1 and GS2 encompass extensive re-
modeling of ribosome-ribosome, ribosome-tRNA, and ribosome-mRNA in-
teractions and regulate movement of the mRNA and its associated tRNAs
through the ribosome by precisely one codon. Motivated by the crucial
role that Mg2þ ions play in stabilizing RNA-RNA interactions and by the
known Mg2þ dependence of the translocation reaction, we have used total in-
ternal reflection fluorescence microscopy to perform single-molecule fluores-
cence resonance energy transfer experiments on fluorescently labeled PRE
complexes as a function of Mg2þ concentration. The data reveal how the
thermodynamic stabilities of GS1 and GS2 and, consequently, the rates of
GS1aˆy’GS2 and GS2aˆy’GS1 transitions in PRE complexes depend on the
concentration of Mg2þ ions. Interpreting our data within the context provided
by the atomic-resolution structures of GS1- and GS2-like ribosomal com-
plexes and the well-characterized Mg2þ dependence of the translocation re-
action rate will enable us to develop a comprehensive understanding of the
way in which specific Mg2þ binding sites affect PRE complex conforma-
tional dynamics that are critical for the translocation step of translation
elongation.
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In the final step of the translation-elongation cycle, the complex of two tRNA
and mRNA molecules need to be advanced by exactly one codon in the ri-
bosome. To realize this movement, the two ribosomal subunits are thought
to be largely rearranged by the so-called ratchet-like rotation. This dynamic
behavior, known as translocation, is essential for the efficient and accurate
translation. Although many experiments, including high-resolution structuralstudies, have been performed, the mechanism of this movement is still
unclear.
Molecular dynamics simulation is a good tool to investigate such biological
phenomena with atomic resolution. To overcome the limitations of system
size and long-time scales, we have developed a coarse-grained (CG) simulation
model of RNA and RNA-protein complexes. In this model, each nucleotide is
represented as three CG beads and interactions are modeled with a structure-
based potential, the parameters of which were determined by a fluctuation
matching method to achieve higher accuracy.
Next we employed this CG model to study the dynamic behavior of a ribosome
complex. In particular, we focused on the relationship among the inter-subunit
motion, fluctuation of the tRNAs in the binding sites, and tRNA-mRNA move-
ment. The inter-subunit rotation is reproduced well by using two reference
structures which correspond to the unrotated and fully-rotated state of the ribo-
some. Some experiments have suggested that tRNAs form hybrid states during
the translocation phase, and we were motivated to examine whether or not this
occurs in our CG simulations.
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Biomachines such as the ribosome undergo substantial conformational changes
during their work cycle. During ribosomal translocation, in particular, a broad
variety of functional contact patches dynamically form and rupture, the de-
tailed characterization of which is still lacking. Here we use extended atomistic
simulations of the whole solvated ribosome, starting from 13 distinct transloca-
tional substates, to obtain a comprehensive picture of these contact patches. To
that aim, we developed a novel analysis tool, which is broadly applicable to
large flexible parts of simulated biomolecules, and enabled us to quantitatively
extract contact occupancies and changes for all available conformational
states.
For the 13 translocational sub-states of the ribosome, molecular dynamics
simulations yielded extended all-atom trajectories. From these trajectories
the frequency of all possible inter-atomic contacts between the 30S and
50S subunits was determined. As the search for atom contacts scales with
the number of particles and simulation length, a fast, hierarchical algorithm
based on kd-tree branch exclusion was developed and applied. Subsequently,
contacting atom pairs were filtered according to contact frequency and then
assigned to residues. From this information a graph was constructed whose
edges connect contacting residues. The regions identified form this analysis
provided a rigorous, intuitive, and comprehensive picture of ribosomal
contact patches during transloaction, and explained how the ribosome main-
tains its fine-tuned intersubunit affinity despite drastic conformational
changes.
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BipA (also known as TypA or YihK) is a highly conserved translational
GTPase that exhibits ribosomal binding. While it shares high homology
with well-characterized proteins such as LepA, the ribosomal backtranslo-
case, and EF-G, the translocase, BipA has distinct functions and mechanisms.
Studies have found that BipA participates in a variety of processes such as
the expression of pathogenicity islands in enteropathogenic E. coli (EPEC),
defense against bactericidal peptides in S. enterica, low-temperature and
low pH response, and adaptation pathways under sudden stress conditions.
With such high conservation and varied functions, BipA has been implicated
as a global regulator of cellular processes and maintenance. It has also been
shown that the addition of intact ribosomes to BipA in vitro enhances its
GTPase activity.
Throughout these various studies, the full function, targets, and mechanism
of BipA remains elusive. We present progress toward obtaining a Cryo-
EM structure of the S. enterica typhimurium 70S ribosome bound to
70a Sunday, February 26, 2012BipA-GMPPNP. Our current model, while not high enough in resolution to
resolve residue-nucleotide interactions, confirms that BipA’s binding site
overlaps with that of EF-G. This is in accordance with biochemical assays
that show competition between EF-G and BipA for binding. Additionally,
the structural features of BipA in the reconstruction suggest that it has flexible
domains and its bound form is different from the free-floating state, resem-
bling properties of EF-G. This flexibility may aid in additional ribosomal con-
tacts that enhance its GTPase activities.
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The dnaX gene in Escherichia coli encodes comparable amounts of t and g
subunits of DNA polymerase III by programmed ribosomal frameshifting
(PRF). An early termination codon in the1 frame of dnaX produces the g sub-
unit, which is a truncated form of the t subunit. PRF is also involved in protein
expression in many viruses, such as the Gag-Pol polyprotein in HIV. Thus, PRF
provides an intrinsic regulating pathway at the translation level from the same
mRNA.
In the dnaX mRNA, an upstream internal Shine-Dalgarno (SD) sequence,
which lies within the open reading frame and forms base-pairing with the
3’-end of 16S rRNA, together with a downstream stem-loop structure promote
PRF on the slippery site. However, the detailed mechanisms for ribosome
stalling and backtracking during PRF remain to be elucidated. Here, we com-
bine coarse-grained elastic network model (ENM) and linear response theory
to model the intrinsic and perturbed dynamics of the ribosome; the latter re-
sults from the formation of SD-helix and the forces exerted by stem-loop hin-
drance during translation. We hypothesize that these opposing forces for
ribosome progression, albeit from different RNA elements, induce similar
conformational changes for the ribosome, possibly in an allosteric fashion.
These changes in the ribosome are expected to promote the observed PRF ef-
ficiency. Ultimately, we wish to provide the mechanochemical bases of PRF
through computational modelling and validations by single-molecule force
measurements.
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The eukaryotic ribosome has more structural and functional complexity than
lower organisms, yet has been the target of fewer biophysical studies. This is
due to the difficulties with site specific labeling of ribosomes in eukaryotic cells
and lysates. But the recent atomic resolution yeast ribosome structure and cryo-
EM studies have resulted in renewed interest in the biophysical mechanisms of
eukaryotic translation. We have explored the use of g-PNA that can potentially
bind to solvent exposed and phylogenetically variable sites in functional yeast
ribosomal subunits: 60S and 40S. This method of labeling can be further ex-
ploited to label other sites on the yeast ribosomes and potentially a wide range
of native eukaryotic ribosomes.
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Ribosomes are self-assembling macromolecular machines which catalyze
the synthesis of proteins in all cells, and are made up of two subunits
that differ in size due to the presence of RNA and proteins in different ra-
tio. Although significant structural details of the organization of mature ri-
bosomes in prokaryotes and eukaryotes have been elucidated in the past
decade, ribosome biogenesis and assembly processes are poorly understood.
Ribosome assembly in eukaryotes requires at least 200 essential transiently
associating assembly factor proteins that facilitate the RNA folding and re-
cruitment of ribosomal proteins. We have determined the structure of a late
cytoplasmic 40S ribosome assembly intermediate from Saccharomyces Cer-
evisiae with the help of Cryo-electron microscopy and multiscale molecular
simulation techniques. We have collected maps of the immature 40S parti-
cles and its components at various resolutions, and apply molecular dynam-
ics based flexible fitting (MDFF) to fit an initial atomic model in to thecryo-EM maps of immature 40S particles with minimal structural perturba-
tion. We verify that the largest conformational change observed in RNA
can be robustly generated with an independent technique called normal
mode flexible fitting (NMFF). We find that the pre-40s particles in addition
to ribosomal RNA and proteins also contain 7 types of assembly factors,
the joint activity of which blocks the translation initiation pathway in im-
mature 40S subunits.Protein-Nucleic Acid Interactions I
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Often in nature, a macromolecule undergoes conformational changes upon
binding of a ligand in order to modify its affinity for another ligand at a dis-
tant binding site. This phenomenon, called ‘‘allostery’’, is a fundamental
mechanism for dynamic regulation of macromolecular properties. Although
allostery is well-documented in proteins, it is less recognized for DNA-
protein interactions, in which DNA has been often considered a mere tem-
plate providing recognition sequences for proteins. Here we investigate the
allosteric interactions through DNA both in single molecule experiments in
vitro and in live cells. In the in vitro experiments, we demonstrate that
when two proteins specifically bind to DNA within tens of base pairs, the
binding affinity of one protein is altered by the other. We prove that this
is not due to protein-protein interactions but to allostery through DNA. As
the distance between the two proteins is varied, this allosteric coupling oscil-
lates between positive and negative cooperativity with a periodicity of ~10
base pairs, the helical pitch of the B-form DNA. The allostery through
DNA is explained in terms of the free energy associated with the overall con-
formation of the ternary complex. We also demonstrate that such allostery
affects gene expression in live E. coli cells, suggesting its physiological
relevance.
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The rate of action of an enzyme at a point along a long DNA molecule is usu-
ally assumed to be determined by the local properties of that region of the nu-
cleic acid chain such as its sequence, flexibility, and molecular stress. Here we
show that enzymes that relax DNA torsional stress display rates which strongly
depend on how the distant ends of the molecule are constrained: experiments
with different size colloidal particles tethered to the end of 10 kb DNAs reveal
enzyme rates that are inversely correlated with particle drag coefficient. This
effect can be understood in terms of the coupling between molecule extension
and local molecular stresses: the rate of bead thermal motion controls the rate
at which transition states are visited in the middle of a long DNA. Torsional
stress is not a requirement for this effect. Importantly, some enzymes show
rates unaffected by bead size. Our results reveal a new mechanism through
which variation in chromosome domain architecture, and more generally,
large-scale architecture of large thermally fluctuating substrates, can control
enzyme rates.
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The segrosome or the bacterial chromosome partition cassette (ParABS) is
a molecular motor, which is composed of two proteins (ParB and ParA) and
a set of centromere-like DNA sequences (parS). ParBs spread by self-
associating on the parS-proximal chromosome to form the partition assembly,
which is a nucleoprotein filament of unknown nature. The partition assembly
